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The Dutch open-ended fund that invests in structured products listed in Germany
continued its recovery from the March 2020 crash in H1 2021.
Bufferfund has achieved a positive return of 6.1% in the first half of 2021 following a semester of
steady increase in value. The closing price on 30 June 2021, at €99.87, was only fractionally (0.7%)
below the highest level reached in the first half of this year.
The fund continued its recovery from the Covid-19 crash of March 2020, when the fund’s price
reached a low of €77.05. Since then, it has risen by almost 30%.

The positive performance was achieved with significant buffers in the certificates held by the fund. At
the end of H1 2021, the average size of the buffer was 42%
“During the last months of the first half of this year, we turned many certificates into positions with
bonus payments that are equal to or even higher than the current price of the underlying index,” said
Marcel Tak (pictured), statutory director and fund manager of Bufferfund.
“This has the advantage that in the event of market declines, there is no loss on these certificates on
the maturity date.
“Of course, again with the important condition that the buffer of the certificate is not broken. The
buffers on these certificates are slightly smaller than those on the certificates sold, but still very
generous at 35-40%,” said Tak.
At the same time, the fund sold certificates with a bonus price that is far below the current price of the
underlying index. “These certificates can potentially fall to the level of the much lower bonus price,
even if the buffer is not breached,” said Tak.
The main objective of the fund is to provide a positive return in the long term, with a much lower risk
than regular equity investments. To achieve this, it invests in (capped) bonus and discount certificates

linked to equity indices – mainly on the Eurostoxx 50, the fund’s benchmark – that are listed on the
exchanges of Frankfurt and Stuttgart.
In addition to these certificates on equity indices, the fund has started to invest in certificates with
individual shares as underlying values as part of the adjusted investment policy.
“These certificates currently make up about 15% of the total portfolio,” said Tak, adding that this
percentage will be increased further in the coming months.
“Especially if we start purchasing options in the second half of 2021 to further mitigate our market
risks,” said Tak.
The options will be purchased from the fund’s new broker Lynx, whose account will become active
early in the second half of the year.
As of 30 June 2021, the fund managed assets of €27.3m, down from €29.2m at the end of December.
The decline in assets is the balance of a positive return and a net outflow in the first half of the year.
Bufferfund currently has positions in bonus certificates (42%), capped bonus certificates (18%),
discount certificates (three percent), other (one percent), and cash (36%). The average maturity of
these certificates is 2.11-years.
Click the link to read the Bufferfund interim report H1 2021 (Dutch).
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